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Demo Clothing Display & HUD Operations

This demo allows you to rez a article of clothing and two of the HUDs that go with that item.  This is for
view and testing the HUDs and clothing in-world.  The items are not intended for sale.  Youu can
purchase these and other products through the SL Marketplace or the Casper Vendors in-world.

The HUDs and Displays are chosen from the Kool Scene Rezzers located on
the Pedestal.  One side is for men's and the other for women's.  

There is a table in front of the pedestal with the Kool Scene Rezzers. Sections
from the rezzers will rez clothing and mannequin on the table. Once the Display
and HUD are rezzed, you can then play with the textures on the article and
view it up close.  .

AJ's Shop at Milda's Mall
The shop has demo clothing for every article 
currently offered for sale.  The demos have a 
simple HUD with two demo textures.  The 
demo is for testing the fit of the clothing.  
Demos will expire in 10 minutes.  

The shop also has vendors for the Casper 
vending system.  Vendors are split up for Men 
and Women.  The newest Clothing are offered 
with boxed as a clothing article and an initial 
HUD.   Additional HUDs can be purchased 

separately to expand the textures for any clothing article.  There are vendors that have just HUDs and ones that have FAT 
Packs.  

Gallery Workshop Layout
Vendors for the separate body models have been located separately around
the Gallery Workshop grounds on both sides of Route 8.  It's mostly a result of
sorting the various Full Perm articles in inventory and researching and
organizing the various models and clothing lines during the second year.  

You can TP to the various model areas using the Blue and Pink TP pads.  Blue
is for boys and pink for girls.  There are a set in the shop in the mall.  The Red
TP pads will get you to dressing rooms and areas.  

Textures, Clothing and Other Products
Currently, all mesh clothing and other objects are 3rd party.  My main products are artwork and textures from artwork as well as 
stock images and modified images.  AJ's Textures Gallery has full permission textures from Casper Texture Vendors and boxed 
items sales at that location.  

End user textures with Copy and Modify permissions are available through the SL Marketplace and Casper Vendors 

As products are made and put on display, they will be located around the Milda region.  There will be pedestals with Kool Scene 
Rezzers for HUDs to explore textures on local objects.   
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